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Client Name:       Counselor:       

This guide provides an overview of the four distinct phases of today’s experience-driven 

“consumer lifecycle experience” and the potential “company revenue opportunity”. This 

worksheet is designed to improve front-office, top-line business performance by helping you to 

identify your targeted customer lifecycle and plan applicable lifecycle offerings (products, services 

or experiences), pricing policies, marketing strategies, selling approaches and buyer and seller 

resources that can maximize customer experience and lifecycle revenue.  

Today’s Experience-driven Lifecycle Experience 

Listed here and detailed in the rest of this guide are the four phases of today’s experience-driven 

lifecycle and your company revenue opportunity.  

     Phase 1: Targeted Consumer: Shopping (Know/Like)  

     Phase 2: Active Buyer: Purchase (Trust/Buy) 

     Phase 3: Expectant Customer: Ownership (Try/Favorite) 

     Phase 4: Established Client: Usage (Repeat/Advocate) 

 

Lifecycle Phase 1: Targeted Consumer/Shopping (Know/Like)  

Suspect – Awareness (cognitive) stage 

Everyone in your targeted consumer segment that has a need for your offering 

Strategic, broad marketing – Identify, inform and condition suspects, position for top 

of mind (3) awareness and transition to prospects 

     Accurately identify your targeted consumer segment and decision matrix (buyers) 

     Business development, lead generation/management, information capture/management 

Prospect – Discovery (shopping) stage 

Everyone in your targeted consumer segment that has identified a need and/or expressed a 

demand for your offering 

     Tactical, narrow marketing – Approach and gain prospect attention, position as purchase  

     preference and convert to buyers 

     Sales opportunity development/management, information/data management 

 

Lifecycle Phase 2: Active Buyer/Purchase (Trust/Buy) 

Initial sales success to active buyers requires buyer demand offerings, market competitive pricing, 

generic buying process and universal selling process alignment and buyer and seller compatibility. 

Although always implemented in the natural order, the initial six step sales process expands or 

contracts based on type, scope and complexity of the sale. Success at each stage of the initial sales 

process requires perspective (buyer/seller objectives), process, reoccurring skills, individualized 

strategies, knowledge (timely information), seller tools, buyer resources and standards. 

     Business to business (government):      Commercial sales       Relationship sales 

     Business (consumer) to consumer:      Consumer sales       Retail sales 

Buyer demand offerings:        Pain zone        Fulfillment zone  

     Products/new:             

      Secondary:            

     Services:              

     Experiences:             

Market competitive, buyer compatible pricing: Deliver buyer value 

     Premium (value) strategy: Start at top of customer value scale 

     Competitive strategy: Start at mean market price 

     Economy (price) strategy: Start at bottom of customer value scale 

 

Lifecycle Phase 3: Expectant Customer/Ownership (Try/Favorite) 

Transition (incremental) sales success to the expectant customer is built on customer demand 

offerings, purchase delivery, installation and implementation and new customer support 

     Relationship sales: Order entry/management and customer transition or incremental sales 

Customer demand offerings:       Pain zone       Fulfillment zone 
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     Products/new:             

      Secondary:            

     Services:              

     Experiences:             

Market competitive, customer capture pricing: Deliver customer value 

     Premium (value) strategy:            

     Competitive strategy:            

     Economy (price) strategy:            

 

Lifecycle Phase 4: Established Client/Usage (Repeat/Advocate) 

Lifecycle (aftermarket) sales success to the established client is built on customer demand 

offerings, lifetime offering performance and service, client support and effective circle of influence 

leverage 

     Relationship sales: Client aftermarket or lifecycle sales 

     Relationship sales: Client circle of influence (network) leveraged sales 

Client demand offerings:       Pain zone       Fulfillment zone 

     Products/new:             

      Secondary:             

     Services:               

     Experiences:              

Market competitive, client retention pricing: Deliver client value 

     Premium (value) strategy:           

     Competitive strategy:            

     Economy (price) strategy:           

 

The Foundation for Success – Positive Customer Experiences 

The foundation for success in any size or type of business today is to consistently create positive 

customer experiences that capture the initial sale, maximize customer wallet-share, customer 

lifecycle and circle of influence revenue through these core strategies.   

     Maximize results, revenue and profit potential at each touch point  

     Gain customer attention, build interest, engage and call to action at each touch point 

     Align processes (buying and selling) and profiles (buyers and sellers) at each touch point 

     Shape and meet customer expectations at each lifecycle experience touch point 

Customer friendly systems, processes and people at each touch point 

     Capture and leverage accurate information and timely data at each touch point 

     Deliver leading edge (innovators, early adaptors, early majority) offerings 

Products, services or experiences 

     Diversify and partner to create positive customer lifecycle experiences 

     Align market compatible offerings with targeted consumer demand priorities or value chain  

Pain zone:       Priority 1 - Solve a problem      Priority 2 - Meet a perceived need 

Fulfillment zone:      Priority 3 - Fill a desire       Priority 4 - Leverage an opportunity 

     Align competitive pricing strategies with targeted consumer value scale or spending traits 

     Value buyer (25%) Will always pay for value (10% above MMP): Sell value 

     Value shopper (25%) Can be sold on paying for value: Resale (demonstrate) value 

     Price shopper (25%) Will never pay for value: Discount/alternatives/promotions/walk 

     Price buyer (25%) Is always looking to pay less: Alternatives/promotions/walk 

 

Conclusion: There are only three basic types of buyers, customers and clients. Creating positive 

customer experiences at each phase of the lifecycle can maximize customer lifecycle revenue while 

maintaining an enthusiastic and valuable client base. 

     Enthusiastic: Engaged, advocate their positive experiences and your offerings 

     Satisfied: Engaged, but searching for a better experience surrounding the same offering 

     Unsatisfied: Gone, will often leave, tell others and retaliate for there negative experiences 


